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Politics and Society
J.J. Lee
This is the first major study on this scale of Irish performance, North and South, in the twentieth century. Although stressing the primacy of politics in Irish public affairs, it argues that Irish politics must be understood in the broad context of economic, social, administrative, cultural, and intellectual history. 26648-3 Hardcover $69.50 37741-2 Paper $29.95 Strafford in Ireland [1633] [1634] [1635] [1636] [1637] [1638] [1639] [1640] [1641] A Study in Absolutism Hugh Kearney "This is a major contribution to Irish history which also illuminates much of the career of Charles I's greatest minister and many important aspects of early Stuart government."-Economic History Review 37189-9 Hardcover $54.50 37822-2 Paper $15. 95 The Politics of India Since
Independence

Paul Brass
The book argues that the Indian state, society and economy are in the midst of a systematic crisis produced by the excessive centralizing drives of a national leadership determined to transform the country into a modern, industrialized power. The emphasis is on the consequences of the distinctly different leadership, practices and policies of governments in the Nehru and post-Nehru periods. 
Journal of the History of Sexuality
The Journal of the History of Sexuality seeks to publish the best research of this newly emerging field. The Journal illuminates the history of human sexuality in all its expressions, recognizing differences of class, culture, gender, race, and sexual preference. Its scope transcends temporal and geographic boundaries, from ancient to contemporary history, from Europe and the Americas to Africa and Asia. International scholars in the fields of history, anthropology, sociology, psychology, philosophy, classics, literature, film, art history, legal studies, and gender-related studies will be represented in the material published.
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CHARTER SUBSCRIBERS SAVE 15%
Order now and take advantage of these special rates: Individuals $24.50; Institutions $49.00; Students (with copy of valid ID) $17.00. Outside USA add $3.00 for postage. Visa and MasterCard payments accepted. To order, send check, purchase order, or complete charge card information to the address at right. 
Volume 1, Number 1, includes
JUNIUS AND HIS WORKS
A History of the Letters of Junius & The Authorship Controversy by FRANCESCO CORDASCO & GUSTAVE SIMONSON
This lively, revealing book examines the history of the notorious writer who adopted the pseudonym "Junius" and contributed letters between 1769 and 1772 to the daily London Public Advertiser savagely attacking King George III and the policies of his ministers. Junius has never been identified. Some sixty claimants have been put forward, but for no one of them has the authorship of the Letters been proved. The pursuit of the historical Junius, for over two centuries, has continued to be an exciting game for first-rate minds, second-rate minds, and alas!, disordered minds. Junius And His Works is a masterfully prepared study, the first narrative history of Junius, comprehensive in its coverage, and engrossing in its fascinating exploration of the mystery of the historical Junius. 
THE ENGLISH HISTORICAL REVIEW
Edited by P H Williams and RJW Evans
First published in January 1886, The English Historical Review is the oldest quarterly journal of historical scholarship in the English-speaking world. It deals with all aspects of European and world history, as well as the history of Britain itself, since the classical era.
The first section of each issue is devoted to major Articles, 'Notes and Documents', and Debates on medieval and modern themes. The second section is given over to an unusually extensive range of reviews and shorter notices of books published throughout the world.
A further important feature is the summary of international periodical literature published in the previous twelve months; this is compiled by historical period and by geographical area, and appears in the July issue each year. Group UK Ltd, Longman House, Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE, UK. ("B (0279) I enclose a cheque made payable to Longman Group UK Ltd for £46/£50/$85. NAME ADDRESS.
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N E W F R O M P R I N C E T O N
Philanthropy and Police
London Charity in the Eighteenth Century
Donna T. Andrew
In this study of voluntary charities in eighteenth-century London, Donna Andrew reveals the interaction between charitable theorizing and practical efforts to improve the condition of the poor. The author argues that it is impossible to comprehend eighteenth-century charity without taking into account its perceived social utility.
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